[Team Name] NYU MakerSpace Sponsorship Proposal

One paragraph explaining team and design goals of the team. This paragraph should include a brief description of any annual competitions that the team plans to submit their design to with links to information about those competitions. This paragraph should also include a link to the team website or short description of team members (schools, years, etc).

For continuing projects, include one paragraph explaining new changes to the design or project for this year or semester. A rendering or brief project plan should be included if available. This paragraph should explain in as much detail as possible what the team is requesting from the MakerSpace in terms of space, materials, and equipment usage. Common requests include: dedicated space to store a large team project for a certain period of time, trays and material for Elite and Fortus 3D printers, or waterjet job priority.

An itemized list of how the team will publicize and document their sponsorship (4 items). A blog post, see example here, and placing the MakerSpace logo on the project are required. For the remaining items (2), teams can choose from examples such as

1. Attendance/participation in NYU events promoting their team and the MakerSpace
2. Hosting 1-2 workshops in the space, open to any NYU student
3. Featuring the MakerSpace and/or team work in the MakerSpace on social media (2+ posts)
4. Participate in STEM outreach events (can be as part of NYU K12 STEM outreach, MakerSpace outreach, or other)

Teams are also welcome to come up with other ideas (describe the goal) for their proposal.

Team lead name: ______________________________________________

Team lead signature: ___________________________________________

Date: ________________________________________________________